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FOREWORD

The cultural panorama of Central Europe, the protection of cultural her‑
itage, and the problems of dissonant heritage are subjects that are always 
present in the activities of the International Cultural Centre. There will 
be no change in this respect in 2022. The Spring season will be inau‑
gurated with the exhibition Unwanted Capital: Architecture and Urban 
Planning in Kraków during the German Occupation of 1939–1945, which 
will present the changes that the city was subjected to during this short 
period, when capital status was thrust upon it. The exhibition is the cul‑
mination of a long‑held interest in the heritage of the Third Reich in 
Kraków, as Professor Jacek Purchla has been conducting research on 
the subject for over fifteen years. A key issue that we would like to address 
through the exhibition is how this legacy is regarded today, while also 
attempting to gauge just how problematic this heritage really is.

The year 2022 will also see Georgia and its cultural heritage appear in 
the ICC’s programme for the first time since our institution was launched 
over thirty years ago. This country may be geographically distant, but it 
has a great deal in common with us historically, culturally, and indeed 
politically. We begin our Georgian journey with a long overdue explo‑
ration of one of the country’s most important artists from the dawn of 
the 20th century — Niko Pirosmani — an inimitable artist who painted 
on black oilcloth and captured the soul of Georgia. This visual story will 
be accompanied by two publications: the Georgian edition of Herito and 
Tbilisi. Miasto opowiada [Tbilisi: the city speaks], a book by Lech Kończak 
that will be the latest instalment in our Central European Library series.

On account of the impending fiftieth anniversary of the adoption 
of The Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural 
and Natural Heritage, the ICC is preparing a conference in cooperation 
with ICOMOS Poland and the City of Kraków. The event will be devoted 
to the achievements of the convention in Europe and its influence on 
the system of protecting cultural heritage in European countries.

The year will finish under the banner of Roma culture and its sig‑
nificance for Central Europe. Aside from an edition of Herito devoted 
to Roma culture, we will also be hosting an exhibition at the ICC Gal‑
lery entitled Wandering Pictures, presenting works by the superb Roma 
artist Małgorzata Mirga‑Tas.

We hope that 2022 — in spite of the ongoing pandemic — will allow 
us to realise all of our plans, including those that were postponed over 
the last two years on account of the virus. As we learn resilience and how 
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to adapt to the changing reality, we likewise hope that the ICC will con‑
tinue to be a place of lively discussion on the changes in today’s world 
in the context of cultural heritage, while also providing a wide‑open Pol‑
ish window onto the panorama of Central Europe.

ICC Director — Agata Wąsowska‑Pawlik
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INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTRE

The International Cultural Centre was founded on 29 May 1991 dur‑
ing the CSCE Symposium (Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe), when representatives of East and West debated culture and her‑
itage for the first time after the fall of the Iron Curtain. Since its incep‑
tion, the ICC has had its seat in the historical Ravens House in the Main 
Market Square, a building that dates back to the Middle Ages. This loca‑
tion, in the centre of the city and at once at the heart of Central Europe, 
helps us better to pursue our mission, which is to support Europe’s cul‑
tural integration and to protect its cultural heritage.

The International Cultural Centre is a place of reflection on culture 
and cultural heritage in the context of the challenges presented by con‑
temporary life. Our core areas of interest are • cultural heritage theory, 
philosophy and management • memory • identity • the cultural space, 
art, and heritage of Central Europe • dialogue between cultures • the city 
as mirror of civilization • cultural policy and cultural economics. Inter‑
disciplinary thinking is a key principle of the ICC’s work. Our institu‑
tion brings together a range of points of view, and draws on the achieve‑
ments of many fields of study in order to propagate, as extensively but 
also as coherently and objectively as possible, knowledge regarding cul‑
tural heritage in its universal dimension.

The International Cultural Centre is a national institution of culture, 
active in research, study, education, and information‑sharing. Thirty 
years of its work has offered: • 160 exhibitions presenting key trends in 
art and architecture • almost 120 international conferences and semi‑
nars attended by representatives of most European countries and many 
more from beyond the continent • over 100 international educational 
programmes attended by more than 2,600 participants from a major‑
ity of the countries of Europe, North and South America, Asia, and 
Africa • the postgraduate Academy of Heritage programme (since 2001) 
• 420 publications in Polish and other languages by more than 1,600 
authors from all over the world • a specialist library numbering over 
43,000 books • research projects conducted in collaboration with Pol‑
ish and foreign partners • and active participation in international cul‑
tural bodies and networks.
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EXHIBITIONS

UKRAINE
A DIFFERENT ANGLE ON NEIGHBOURHOOD
until January
curators : Dr Oksana Barshynova, Dr Żanna Komar

Both Polish and Ukrainian perspectives are explored here, so to ana‑
lyse cultural and historical narratives that are commonly referred to 
as ‘Ukrainian myths’. The exhibition encourages visitors to reflect on 
the closeness of Ukraine and Poland, looking at their history and pre‑
sent‑day status in the context of their experience as neighbours and 
the common ground between them. An array of Ukrainian and Pol‑
ish works of art — Orthodox, Greek Catholic, and Roman Catholic; 
old, 20th‑century and contemporary — evokes the durability of myths, 
including their current incarnations, enabling us to delineate the canon 
of Ukrainian identity, yet also to examine the country as it is today.

Works by celebrated cultural luminaries are included in the show, 
ranging from the late 17th century until the present day, including exam‑
ples by the Ukrainian bard Taras Shevchenko, Polish masters such as 
Józef Brandt, Jan Stanisławski, and Leon Wyczółkowski, as well the Rus‑
sian Realist Ilya Repin, who came from Ukraine and was fascinated by 
the works of Polish painter Jan Matejko. The Kraków exhibition features 
Repin’s Ukrainian Khata and the Laughing Cossack, which was a study 
for his 1890 painting Reply of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, a work that has 
attained the status of national icon in Ukraine. These 19th‑century can‑
vases are shown alongside works by artists who were at large in the early 
20th century — Heorhii Narbut, Victor Palmov, Lev Kramarenko and 
examples by contemporary artists such as Oleg Tistol, Roman Minin, 
Anatoliy Kryvolap, Vlada Ralko or the Open Group collective, who take 
on a wide range of historical and social themes in their work. This is 
the first time that such a representative selection of Ukrainian art has 
been shown in Poland.

The exhibition has been prepared jointly with the National Art Museum of Ukraine 

(NAMU).
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EXHIBITIONS

POLES OF INACCESSIBILITY
DOBIESŁAW GAŁA
February–March
curator : Barbara Woźniak

This exhibition embraces works executed in relief, inspired by the pass‑
ing of time, an attempt to depict the transient nature of memory, and 
the striving for metaphysical space. The works show the process of 
blurring all types of presence, be they occurrences or activities — on 
the material and spiritual levels. The series Poles of Inaccessibility is 
an attempt to illustrate the most inaccessible places on earth, where puz‑
zling phenomena occur, with traces of mysterious happenings, which 
result in changes in the structure of matter. The clash with matter 
results in an advanced and distinct stage in which it is deformed, when 
forms are irreversibly disfigured or attempt to return to their initial 
appearance. The artworks also allude to the notion of humans as phys‑
ical beings who leave an enduring metaphysical trace of their exist‑
ence in the consciousness of others. These traces are a kind of deform‑
ity of the structure of space, a coexistence in time, and an influence on 
the future. With the passing of time, these traces gradually disappear, 
becoming overgrown with the fabric of time, and the course of life of 
other entities. A single life story becomes a part of a broader history. 
Every form becomes blurred, becoming just a reminder of an object. Pro‑
jects bearing the imprint of time create the space of what is passing or 
has already passed, keeping the viewer suspended between the future, 
the present, and the past. The presentation of various stages of progres‑
sive destruction provides an opportunity to return to the past, evoking 
previous occurrences, incomplete and no longer sharp, yet nevertheless 
enabling the reconstruction of events or an approximate visualisation 
of an object that influenced the form of an area. Poles of Inaccessibility 
is a kind of game in which presence is rendered, it evokes the experi‑
ence of being in a space‑time loop. The series provides a stimulus to 
search for one’s own identity and it highlights the need to define oneself. 
The compositions are a subtle combination of drawing, painting, and 
relief, realised on panels, nets, and paper that has undergone chemical 
and thermal treatment, thereby providing a three‑dimensional effect.

Dobiesław Gała (b. 1975) — sculptor, doctor of art, he teaches 
at the Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków, where he is dep‑
uty head of the Faculty of Sculpture. He has been awarded a number 
of scholarships, including at the Academy of Fine Arts in Nuremberg, 
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where he honed his skills under the eminent sculptor Tim Scott; and he 
received a scholarship from the Polish Ministry of Culture. He obtained 
his diploma in 2000, having studied in the studio of Professor Marian 
Konieczny. He won the Grand Prix at the 10th Polish Triennial of Con‑
temporary Drawing, and he was the recipient of many other prestig‑
ious awards for his art. His works have featured in over 70 exhibitions, 
spanning both solo and group shows.

The exhibition has been prepared jointly with the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków.

UNWANTED CAPITAL
ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING IN KRAKÓW DURING 
THE GERMAN OCCUPATION OF 1939–1945
March–June
curators : Prof. Jacek Purchla, Dr Żanna Komar, Dr Monika Rydiger

This exhibition highlights a  tragic yet little‑researched chapter in 
the German occupation of Poland. The country’s spiritual capital was 
subjected to an experiment during this period. Hitler decreed that 
Kraków should be the capital of the General Government, and the city 
was ear‑marked to be swiftly transformed into an exemplary German 
settlement in the East.

The exhibition will present hitherto unknown designs, as well as pro‑
jects that were realised in Kraków and its environs during the occupation.

German plans to subject the country and Hitler’s policy of geno‑
cide — which in Poland’s case were intertwined with the occupiers’ 
visions in the field of urban planning — have led to the entire architec‑
tural legacy of the Third Reich being defined as ‘the heritage of atrocity’.

The exhibition seeks to prompt discussion, as well as to answer 
the question of how the Third Reich’s interference in Kraków’s cultural 
landscape — at a time when the status of capital was forced upon it — 
can be evaluated today. How should the Germans’ highly diverse archi‑
tectural legacy be interpreted at a time when the majority of it ‘blends’ 
into the urban fabric?

The exhibition will be firmly rooted in research carried out since 
2015 by an ICC team led by Professor Jacek Purchla, drawing on both 
archives and findings made in the field.

The narrative unfurls between two points — Hans Frank’s chancel‑
lery on Wawel Hill and KL Plaszow (Płaszów Concentration Camp) — and 
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it will also explore the Nazis’ programme of destruction, and present 
their visions for transforming the city, both in terms of urban planning 
and individual edifices.

The exhibition will display archival, historical, and iconographical 
documentation, containing records of destruction, changes of official 
place names, and the propagation of ‘new narratives’ about Kraków, 
with a survey of their architectural visions, plans, designs and also 
built edifices.

The exhibition is being prepared in cooperation with the National Archive in Kraków, 

the National Digital Archives, the KL Plaszow Museum, Duke University (USA). 

Artefacts will be used from institutions including the National Archive in Kraków, 

the National Museum in Kraków, the Museum of Kraków, the Museum of Architec‑

ture in Wrocław, Architekturzentrum Wien, Architekturmuseum der Technischen 

Universität München and Bundesarchiv Berlin.

THE SOUL OF GEORGIA
NIKO PIROSMANI
July–October
curators : Dr Piot r Rypson, Dr Monika Rydiger

Niko Pirosmani (1862–1918) is much more than a brilliant, self‑taught 
artist. No one else provides such a window to the Georgian soul. His 
masterpieces, rendered on black oilcloth, are visual epics, which — like 
the verses of the bard Shota Rustaveli — place Georgia and its experi‑
ences firmly in the universe of humankind’s heritage.

Most of his works were created so as to earn his daily bread. He dec‑
orated traditional Georgian taverns, known as dukans. A great many of 
his works were signs that he painted for such watering holes. He often 
struggled to make ends meet. He cut back on food, but not on paint. 
His paintings had a popular appeal, with a style that spoke to everyone, 
while simultaneously being inimitable and lyrical.

He became a sensation in his own lifetime. It is said that just as 
‘Le Douanier’ Rousseau lit a torch for Picasso, Matisse and Braque, so 
Pirosmani became an inspiration for the avant‑garde in the East. Poles 
played a key role in discovering the artist, led by the brothers Ilia and 
Cyryl Zdaniewicz, and Zygmunt Waliszewski.

The first Polish exhibition of Pirosmani’s work, which was held in 
1968, was a major event. It took place half a century after the artist’s 
death, when Europeans on both sides of the Iron Curtain were given 
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EXHIBITIONS

an opportunity to discover the Georgian genius. Over the following fifty 
years, there was not a single exhibition of his work in Poland. Indeed, 
there were no first‑class exhibitions of Georgian art in Poland whatso‑
ever. The planned exhibition at the International Cultural Centre will 
showcase the most important facets of Pirosmani’s painting, probing 
the subject in a thorough manner. The show was conceived by Dr Piotr 
Rypson, who will likewise be the chief curator. He has been working with 
various Georgian institutions for many years now, and is the creator of 
the permanent exhibition at the recently modernised museum dedicated 
to the artist in Mirzaani, where Pirosmani was born. The museum was 
revitalised with help from Poland. Almost 50 pictures from the Shalva 
Amiranashvili Museum of Fine Arts will go on show at the ICC Gallery, 
complemented by a dozen from the museum in Mirzaani. These works 
will be divided into thematic groups that best capture Pirosmani’s phe‑
nomenal talent, and also provided with appropriate context — the first 
section of the exhibition will evoke the backdrop of Georgia and Tbilisi 
at the dawn of the 20th century, and the show will finish with a look 
at how Pirosmani was discovered by artistic circles in Tbilisi, particu‑
larly the Zdaniewicz brothers, Lado Gudiashvili, David Kakabadze, and 
Kolau Cherniavsky. A distinctive part of the exhibition will be paintings 
executed by Zygmunt Waliszewski in the early 1920s, shortly after his 
return to Poland from Georgia — these works directly allude to Piro‑
smani’s art. As previously mentioned, Waliszewski played an active role 
in both discovering the Georgian artist and bringing together a large 
number of his works. This group of paintings became the nucleus of 
the national collection, and simultaneously the pride of the Dimitri She‑
vardnadze National Gallery in Tbilisi.

The exhibition was prepared in cooperation with the Shalva Amiranashvili Museum of 

Fine Arts and the Dimitri Shevardnadze National Gallery in Tbilisi, and the National 

Agency for Cultural Heritage Preservation of Georgia.

WANDERING PICTURES
MAŁGORZATA MIRGA‑TAS
November 2022 – February 2023
curators : Dr Wojc iech Szymański, Natalia Żak

For several years now, we have been able to observe the emergence and 
growing vitality of a hitherto unknown phenomenon: Roma contempo‑
rary art. In Central and Eastern Europe in particular one can take pride 
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in a large number of contemporary artists of Roma background, rep‑
resented by both men and women. The work of Małgorzata Mirga‑Tas, 
a Polish‑Roma artist who hails from the Bergitka Roma (also known as 
the Carpathian Roma), unquestionably provides one of the most inter‑
esting cases to have emerged from this new phenomenon, which is still 
in the process of being recognised and mapped. All the more so given 
that in recent years, her voice has become one of the most noticeable 
and pertinent on the contemporary art scene, not only in Poland but 
across the region and Europe as a whole.

Małgorzata Mirga‑Tas explores such complex topics as Roma and 
Polish identity, ethnography, the decolonisation of the Roma’s tangible 
cultural heritage, stereotypes concerning the Roma, as well as the ‘folk‑
lorisation’ and ‘self‑folklorisation’ of the Roma people. She also tack‑
les the role of women in Roma communities, and the Holocaust of 
the Roma and Sinti, known as Porajmos. She uses various techniques, 
media, and strategies that are offered by the possibilities of contempo‑
rary art. She creates sculptures from cardboard and wax, and also makes 
collages, patchwork, and installations. Her most recognisable works are 
large‑format, monumental fabrics, screens, and pictures created from 
material and clothing.

The exhibition will consist of several series of works that take up 
the issue of the decolonisation and emancipation of Roma images that 
were created over the centuries by hegemonic, white, and imperial Euro‑
pean culture, with its characteristic practices and institutions of learn‑
ing and power, as embodied by collecting, ethnographic museums, art 
museums, anthropological and ethnological research, photography and 
the ‘truth’ of this medium.

The exhibition partner is the Scientific Library of the Polish Academy of Arts and 

Sciences and the Polish Academy of Sciences in Kraków.

ART IN UNIFORM
THE WAR GRAVES DEPARTMENT IN KRAKÓW 1915–1918
October–December
curators : Dr Beata Nykiel, Dr Agnieszka Par t r idge

The work of the artists and architects of the War Graves Department 
in Kraków (Kriegsgräberabteilung Krakau), which existed from 1915–
1918, amounts to a phenomenal achievement. The members of this 
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department hailed from various realms of the Austro‑Hungarian Empire. 
They were enlisted into the army and designed several hundred war cem‑
eteries, where thousands of soldiers were laid to rest, having fallen in 
battle during the first year of the Great War, in territory that was then 
part of Western Galicia.

So as to illuminate the working methods of the creators of the ceme‑
teries, this exhibition will feature original designs, topographical maps, 
as well as numerous photographs — in some cases never published 
before — that were taken while the graves were being laid out. Visi‑
tors will also be able to savour various artefacts that have endured until 
the present day: sculptures, tombstones, and works of art that were sal‑
vaged during the renovation of particular cemeteries.

The show will present the achievements of celebrated figures such as 
Dušan Jurkovič, Henryk Uziembło, and Alfons Karpiński, whose work 
in this sphere is already recognised. However, an especially important 
part of the exhibition will spotlight Austrian artists such Hans Mayr, 
Gustav Ludwig and Heinrich Scholz, whose accomplishments have only 
been discovered and described over the last decade. The exhibition will 
also feature art that renders war and everyday life, with sketches docu‑
menting life in barracks, landscapes, depictions of battlefields and tem‑
porary burial sites, genre scenes, printed material such as postcards and 
leaflets, and the work of medallists.

Engaging exhibits will include a set of gouaches and watercolours 
with views of Kraków and Galicia by the Viennese veduta artist Franz 
Poledne, Robert Pochop’s watercolours, Reinhold Völkel’s watercolours 
of war cemeteries, and studies executed in oil and watercolour by Hen‑
ryk Uziembło for the lost panorama Gorlice 1915.

The show will also feature the first edition of Rudolf Broch and 
Hans Hauptmann’s Die Westgalizischen Heldengräber aus den Jahren 
des Weltkrieges 1914–1915, which bears a dedication from Broch to Hein‑
rich Scholz.

The  exhibition is being prepared in cooperation with the  Marshal’s Office of 

the Małopolska Voivodeship in Kraków. The artefacts will come from the National 

Archive in Kraków, the Slovak National Archive in Bratislava, the National Museum in 

Kraków, the Museum of Kraków, the Jewish Historical Institute in Warsaw, the Gal‑

lery of Paintings of Alfons Karpiński in Stalowa Wola, the Stanisław Fischer Museum 

in Bochnia, the Regional Museum in Rzeszów, the Regional Museum of PTTK in Gor‑

lice, and private collections.
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EXHIBITIONS OUTSIDE THE ICC

THE ARMENIAN CATHEDRAL IN LVIV AND ITS CREATORS
January–February
Ukraine, Lviv. The Old Gunpowder Bast ion

Lviv will be the next port of call for this travelling exhibition about 
the history of the city’s Armenian cathedral. The show focuses on 
the work carried out in the building’s interior by Franciszek Mączyński, 
Józef Mehoffer and Jan Henryk Rosen. It also shines a light on the con‑
servation of Rosen’s wall paintings by the Academy of Heritage Alumni 
Association, stemming from postgraduate courses run by the ICC and 
the Cracow University of Economics. This conservation work in Lviv was 
carried out in 2008–2019, and it embraced every element of the decora‑
tive scheme inside the cathedral. The exhibition had its debut at the ICC 
in 2015, and an expanded version was held four years later in Warsaw 
at the Museum of King Jan III’s Palace in Wilanów.

The exhibition is being held in cooperation with the POLONIKA — the National Insti‑

tute of Polish Cultural Heritage Abroad.

THE TREASURES OF KRAKÓW
panel exhibit ion, available in: Polish, English, Arabic , Azerbaijani, 
Bulgar ian, Czech, German, Romanian

This exhibition explores over a thousand years of Kraków’s history, cele‑
brating a city that was the seat of Polish kings, a royal capital, and a centre 
that provided a home for one of Europe’s oldest universities, a nexus for 
poets, writers, and artists, which was likewise among the most important 
cities in Central Europe during the Middle Ages. Kraków has endured over 
the centuries as a cosmopolitan and multicultural city, open to outside 
influences, while also being the most Polish of Poland’s cities. The panels 
prepared for this show feature close to a hundred treasures, including art‑
works and buildings, yet also artefacts from the sphere of intangible her‑
itage. All of these treasures are intimately connected with the city, cultur‑
ally significant, and in many instances worthy of the title of masterpiece.

The exhibition was created in cooperation with Kraków City Council, 
with Poland’s diplomatic missions in mind. It is part of a project with 
the same title, co‑financed by Kraków City Council, and a pictorial sup‑
plement to the publications Kraków in a Thousand Treasures (2018) and 
Kraków: History and Art (2019).
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EXHIBITIONS OUTSIDE THE ICC

ARCHITECTURE OF INDEPENDENCE IN CENTRAL EUROPE
panel exhibit ion, English version

The year 1918 fulfilled the long‑held dreams of independence of many 
Central European nations. The architecture that arose over the follow‑
ing years expressed the great need for building new states, but also for 
remodelling existing ones. Public buildings were erected, with new 
seats of administrative and state institutions, alongside houses and 
apartments. New infrastructure also had to be created, and finally mon‑
uments, together with the formation of a sense of national identity. 
Above all, the architecture of independence in Central Europe embod‑
ied the efforts to construct an idealised community, the nation, incar‑
nating it in space.

This panel exhibition was created on the basis of an exhibition held 
under the same title at the ICC Gallery in 2018. It was conceived with 
Polish diplomatic missions in mind.
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CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

50 YEARS OF THE UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE CONVENTION 
IN EUROPE
ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES
June

In the fifty years since the adoption of the Convention Concerning 
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, this project has emerged 
as UNESCO’s greatest global success. European counties were the first 
to ratify the convention, and of the twelve heritage sites that launched 
the UNESCO list in 1978, three were from Europe, including Kraków. 
Today, there are over 1100 World Heritage Sites, and close to 40 percent 
are European. Thus, hundreds of the most precious European cultural 
sites have been recognised as world heritage, and about a thousand other 
European sites have been placed on the preliminary Tentative List, as 
it is known. Accordingly, European countries actively and extensively 
participate in the world heritage system, and Europe’s most precious 
heritage has the status of UNESCO World Heritage.

The significance of UNESCO’s activity in the sphere of world her‑
itage goes way beyond objects and sites inscribed on their lists. It is 
worth noting that more states have joined the Convention than there 
are members of the United Nations. In terms of protecting heritage in 
general, of paramount importance are the tasks of honing both analyt‑
ical methods and ways of protecting World Heritage Sites, while simul‑
taneously disseminating this expertise as widely as possible. This con‑
cerns evaluating heritage, analysing its authenticity and integrity, and 
a wide variety of solutions pertaining to heritage management, includ‑
ing accessing dangers, monitoring sites, and cooperation with stakehold‑
ers. The standards maintained in these fields are duly adopted in rela‑
tion to the protection of other monuments, as specialists dealing with 
such challenges are active in many countries, and they introduce these 
solutions to their native systems for the protection of heritage. UNESCO’s 
activity has become an important element in the global development of 
conservation, both in theory and practice.

The UNESCO World Heritage List is also important for promoting 
the concept of protecting heritage. The list itself provides a designation 
that is universally known and appreciated. Heritage, and the protection 
of it, is treated as a matter of pride, an important element in a given 
place’s identity, and a significant economic factor. Objects and sites on 
the list are enthusiastically visited by millions of tourists. Thanks to this, 
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CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

the protection of heritage is an obvious component in strategies taken 
up by both provincial and state authorities.

This international conference is addressed to European researchers 
and specialists who take care of UNESCO heritage sites. It aims to pro‑
vide a comprehensive review, which summarises achievements to date 
and assesses the current situation, while also looking to the future, con‑
sidering tasks that lie on the road ahead. No less important is the ques‑
tion of using these experiences in other spheres of heritage protection. 
A summary of Europe’s experiences thus far, combined with a broader 
reflection on the subject, could be useful for the further development 
and improvement of the current system of protecting world heritage.

This conference is being prepared together with the Polish ICOMOS Committee.

THE CULTURAL SPACE OF CENTRAL EUROPE
June

This cyclical seminar is held in a different region or country of Cen‑
tral Europe each year, and this time it will be devoted to the heritage of 
Wielkopolska [Greater Poland]. A large number of meetings have been 
planned with experts responsible for the protection of monuments and 
areas of natural beauty, spatial planning and the management of herit‑
age sites and cultural institutions.

BORDERLANDS HERITAGE
POMERANIA, WARMIA AND MASURIA
August

This will be the seventh international academic seminar aimed at famil‑
iarising Japanese researchers of Polish culture with Central European 
heritage and history. The previous editions were held successively in 
Ukraine (2008), Lithuania (2010), Belarus (2012), Slovakia (2014), Poland 
(2016), and the Czech Republic (2018). The coronavirus pandemic pre‑
vented the seventh edition from being held in 2020 or 2021, thus it 
was postponed for yet another year, although the ultimate hosting of 
the event still depends on the situation with the virus.

The seminar is organised in cooperation with the ICC Foundation and the Tokyo Uni‑

versity of Foreign Studies.
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IV CONGRESS OF INTERNATIONAL RESEARCHERS 
OF POLISH HISTORY
October

The International Cultural Centre is participating in the Congress of 
International Researchers of Polish History for the fourth time, and 
the event is set to take place from 21–24 October under the title Meet‑
ings of Cultures. The ICC is preparing a panel discussion for the Con‑
gress entitled Misfits and Masks: Interpretations of Cultural Choices 
of Central and Eastern Europeans in Times of Historical Politics and 
the Internet.

The Central and Eastern European reality was shaped at the dawn of 
the 20th century and perpetuated by successive world wars, with a group 
of reborn or newly created nation states. It seems that this experience 
has led to the rigid imposition of nationalist categories, squeezing our 
cultural foundations and civilisation into ever narrower frames, in spite 
of often contradictory historical policies. In today’s world, which prefers 
simplistic and unequivocal viewpoints, Central and Eastern Europe’s 
exceptionally complex narratives are being abused by such an approach. 
The historians Professor Maciej Janowski and Professor Hieronim Grala 
have been invited to take part in this discussion, along with literary 
scholar Dr Mindaugas Kvietkauskas and writer Małgorzata Rejmer.
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MEETING OF THE V4 CULTURAL HERITAGE EXPERTS’ 
WORKING GROUP

In 2006, the ministers of culture of the Visegrad Group countries 
entrusted the ICC with the coordination of the activity of the Working 
Group of Experts on Cultural Heritage of the Visegrad Group Coun‑
tries. Every year, the Group has a meeting focused on the development 
and evaluation of the substantive program of jointly implemented pro‑
jects: the Forum of Central European Heritage and the summer school 
of the V4 Heritage Academy.

POLISH ST PETERSBURG / ПОЛЬСКИЙ ПЕТЕРБУРГ

This online encyclopedia familiarises Polish and Russian readers with 
the fates and achievements of Poles connected with St Petersburg dur‑
ing the over 300‑year history of the city on the Neva. It presents the com‑
plex, often forgotten role that Poles played in the city’s social, cultural, 
academic, artistic, economic, and political life, likewise in the broader 
Russian context, from the 18th century until the present day. The ency‑
clopedia currently offers about 2200 pages of material, containing 
a bibliography of works published in 1945–2018, 300 entries on indi‑
vidual figures and subjects, as well as a map of 255 ‘Polish’ addresses in 
St Petersburg. Many entries represent groundbreaking research. The Pol‑
ish version also embraces ‘St Petersburg and Poland’, a collection of illus‑
trated essays by Polish and Russian experts, edited by Dr Dariusz Kon‑
stantynów. For secondary schools, a range of lesson plans created by 
Dr Kinga Gajda can be found in the website’s ‘Education’ section. Edi‑
torial work will continue in 2022, with a view to improving the site with 
new and updated entries, as well as more extensive pictorial resources, 
while also supplementing the news and library department, and mod‑
ernising the encyclopedia on the technological front. • www.polskai‑
petersburg.pl • www.polskipetersburg.ru

The Polish publisher of the encyclopedia is the ICC — which develops the Polish ver‑

sion on its own — while the Russian publisher is the International Likhachev Char‑

itable Foundation in St Petersburg.

http://www.polskaipetersburg.pl/
http://www.polskaipetersburg.pl/
http://www.polskipetersburg.ru/
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ILUCIDARE
INTERNATIONAL NETWORK FOR LEVERAGING SUCCESSFUL CULTURAL 
HERITAGE‑LED INNOVATIONS AND DIPLOMACY THROUGH CAPACITY 
BUILDING AND AWARENESS RAISING
a three‑year internat ional research project

This project analyses the relationship between cultural heritage and inno‑
vation, and cultural heritage and diplomacy. It is intended to inspire and 
enable the use of heritage in sustainable territorial development and inter‑
national relations. The joint activities also aim to establish an international 
network of experts and stakeholders involved in the issues of heritage and 
innovation, as well as diplomacy. Among other factors, this concerns creat‑
ing a space for learning and the exchange of knowledge, while also provid‑
ing a platform for networking. The project’s activities embrace the follow‑
ing: research (the study of relevant literature, case studies), participatory 
activities, including ones that involve co‑creation (focus groups, co‑creation 
workshops, coaching sessions), capacity‑building workshops (for example in 
Kosovo, Egypt, and Ecuador), online academic courses, summer schools (in 
Poland and Belgium), networking activities (ILUCIDAYS, international events, 
e.g. conferences), competitions (the ILUCIDARE Special Awards as part of 
the European Heritage Awards / Europa Nostra Award, ILUCIDARE Challenge).

Due to the pandemic, the project has been extended to April 2022. 
At the ICC, this time has been used to work on the publication Inspiration 
Kit, which presents good examples of innovative projects in the sphere of 
cultural heritage or making use of heritage. The publication will be availa‑
ble both online and in print: • www.mck.krakow.pl/ilucidare •ilucidare.eu

The project is realised in partnership with Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (coordina‑

tor), Europa Nostra, KEA European Affairs, World Monuments Fund Spain, Kosovo 

Foundation for Cultural Heritage without Borders, Universidad de Cuenca. It has 

received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Union research and 

innovation programme, under grant agreement no. 821 394.

   

EUROPA INTER URBES

In 2019, the Museum of the History of Barcelona (MUHBA) launched 
an online project devoted to European cities in the 20th century. Initially, 

https://mck.krakow.pl/ilucidare
https://ilucidare.eu/
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museums and research institutes from Frankfurt, Lisbon, and Rome 
took part. However, before long they were joined by other cities. A plat‑
form has been created showing the birth of modernity in the Euro‑
pean city, aided by maps, photographs, artworks, and descriptions of 
figures who influenced the development of these centres at particular 
historic moments. The topics presented are urban planning, transport 
and infrastructure, society, culture, the economy, sport, cultural events, 
and social tensions. In response to an invitation from the Museum of 
the History of Barcelona, the ICC is developing a chapter on Kraków, as 
part of this Pan‑European electronic exhibition. Besides being able to 
examine the case of Kraków, users will also be able to compare its expe‑
riences of modernity with those of other partner cities in the project.

RIHA JOURNAL

The RIHA Journal is a peer‑reviewed, open‑access, web‑only periodical 
devoted to art history and visual culture in the local, regional, and inter‑
national perspectives. It was launched in April 2010 as a joint project of 
the International Association of Research Institutes in the History of Art 
(RIHA), published by the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte in Munich. 
The ICC in Kraków is one of more than twenty member organizations 
of RIHA across the world, and as such operates as a local editorial office.

The RIHA Journal is indexed on the Arts & Humanities Citation Index, 
Current Contents/Arts & Humanities, Scopus, ERIH PLUS (the Euro‑
pean Reference Index for the Humanities and the Social Sciences), and 
the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ). Since 2019, it has also 
been on the Polish government’s list of indexed science journals (20 
credits). Its mission is to disseminate research results and knowledge 
shared by researchers from various countries and academic centres, and, 
in consequence, to break down borders between scholarly communities.

Authors may submit articles to the Polish editorial board of RIHA 
Journal in English or Polish. After obtaining two positive reviews, they 
will be published simultaneously in both languages. • www.mck.kra‑
kow.pl/riha‑journal

https://mck.krakow.pl/riha-journal
https://mck.krakow.pl/riha-journal
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THE ACADEMY OF HERITAGE
16th course: January–September
17th course: October–December

A postgraduate programme in cultural heritage management organized 
since 2001 in cooperation with the Cracow University of Economics School 
of Public Administration. It is addressed to employees in public adminis‑
tration or conservation and heritage services, teachers, museum and cul‑
ture professionals, and anyone with an interest in cultural heritage. Par‑
ticipants attend lectures and seminars covering economic, legal, social, 
and political issues, and learn about contemporary heritage protection and 
resource management instruments. Classes are held in the following sub‑
ject areas: theory of heritage conservation; legal and financial aspects of 
heritage protection; marketing and promotion of cultural heritage; human 
and resource management in institutions of culture; cultural heritage 
in spatial planning and public administration; tourism; and museums. 
The programme includes workshops on management of cultural insti‑
tutions and cultural heritage sites in the form of study tours. The final 
element of the course is a project addressing one of the seminar themes.

THESAURUS POLONIAE
25th course: March–August
26th course: September–December

The Thesaurus Poloniae programme was born in 2007, when the first 
Congress of International Researchers of Polish History was held in 
Kraków, demonstrating the world’s growing interest in Poland and 
revealing the dearth of scholarships funded by Polish institutions for 
scholars living and working outside Poland. In response to these needs, 
the Polish Minister of Culture and Natural Heritage founded the The‑
saurus Poloniae fellowship programme, which has been administered by 
the ICC in Kraków since 2009. The programme is addressed to research‑
ers of Polish and Central European culture, history, and multicultural 
heritage. Its target group is professionals in the fields of history, art his‑
tory, sociology, ethnography, cultural anthropology, and related  sciences. 
Thesaurus Poloniae is not addressed to Polish nationals. Each fellow 
is invited for a three‑month research residency in Kraków. Each year, 
the ICC holds two calls for potential fellows. • www.mck.krakow.pl/
thesaurus‑poloniae

https://mck.krakow.pl/thesaurus-poloniae
https://mck.krakow.pl/thesaurus-poloniae
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V4 HERITAGE ACADEMY
MANAGEMENT OF UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE CULTURAL SITES 
IN VISEGRAD COUNTRIES
July

This week‑long educational programme is being organised for the staff 
of cultural institutions, conservation agencies, and students from Cen‑
tral Europe. It is being prepared by the ICC with its Visegrad partners, 
realised under the auspices of the V4 Cultural Heritage Experts’ Work‑
ing Group of the Visegrad Group Countries. The programme is con‑
cerned with managing places on the UNESCO World Heritage List, and 
each year it is held within a different member state of ‘the Visegrad four’. 
The eleventh edition of the programme was planned to take place in 
Slovakia — in Spišská Kapitula and Levoca. The coronavirus pandemic 
meant that it was initially postponed from 2020 to 2021, and then again 
until 2022. The ultimate hosting of the event still depends on the sit‑
uation with the pandemic.

POLISH‑RUSSIAN DIALOGUE AT THE ICC

In 2012, a series of lectures was launched in Warsaw in cooperation with 
the Centre for Polish‑Russian Dialogue and Understanding (CP‑RDU), 
with speakers from both Poland and Russia. The aim of the meetings 
is to familiarise the Polish public with key issues and trends in contem‑
porary Russian culture, with a special emphasis on art, the media, lit‑
erature, and film. A significant part of the discussions is taken by his‑
torical issues and those relating to cultural heritage. These lectures 
have become a lasting feature of the debates organised by the ICC about 
the cultures of European countries. In this particular instance, the event 
will be conducted in Russian and Polish. The series was put on hold 
due to the coronavirus pandemic, but this year the ICC and the CP‑RDU 
are relaunching the jointly created series of meetings.

EDUCATION PROMOTING HERITAGE

The International Cultural Centre specialises in issues concerning cul‑
tural heritage. For several years, topics connected with cultural heritage 
have been promoted amongst school pupils. Two blocks of activities are 
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planned for 2022: ∙ Use Your Heritage! Lessons About Cultural Her‑
itage for School Groups — classes for primary and secondary school 
pupils, during which participants get to know issues connected with tan‑
gible and intangible heritage, multiculturalism, and civil society, while 
also gaining practical knowledge on how to make good use of cultural 
resources available on the internet. (The classes can be held either in 
person or online). ∙ On the Heritage Trail: Guided Walks for School 
Groups — themed guided walks around the city for primary and sec‑
ondary school pupils, shining a light on the history, culture, and art of 
specific districts of Kraków, thereby expanding on issues that feature in 
the school programme, namely tangible and intangible heritage, mul‑
ticulturalism, and civil society.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES ACCOMPANYING EXHIBITIONS

Educational programmes accompany every exhibition held at the ICC 
Gallery, consisting of workshops, lectures, and guided walks for chil‑
dren, youths and adults / seniors. Individual projects are carried out in 
person, and also online. • mck.krakow.pl/for‑children

https://mck.krakow.pl/for-children
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LECH KOŃCZAK
TBILISI. MIASTO OPOWIADA
[TBILISI: THE CITY SPEAKS]
Polish edit ion

This book was conceived as a kind of guide to the city, yet also as an essay 
on Georgian identity in which the symbolic topography of the capi‑
tal speaks about the country, its heritage, and its place in the modern 
world. Ten spaces or buildings — such as Tatar Square, Sioni Cathe‑
dral, the opera house or the Mtatsminda national pantheon — provide 
a point of departure to present the most important moments in the city’s 
history, revealing why they were so significant, while also highlighting 
artists, writers, and canonical works in Georgian culture.

This will be the first collection of essays on Tbilisi to be published 
in Polish. Leon Kończak is the long‑serving director of the Polish Insti‑
tute in Tbilisi, and one of the foremost experts on both Georgia and 
the Caucasus in general.

The twentieth volume in the Central European Library series, edited by Jacek Purchla.

BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS ACCOMPANYING EXHIBITIONS

UNWANTED CAPITAL: ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING IN 
KRAKÓW DURING THE GERMAN OCCUPATION OF 1939–1945
Polish‑English edit ion

THE SOUL OF GEORGIA: NIKO PIROSMANI
Polish‑English edit ion

WANDERING PICTURES: MAŁGORZATA MIRGA‑TAS
Polish‑English edit ion

ART IN UNIFORM: THE WAR GRAVES DEPARTMENT IN KRAKÓW 
1915–1918
Polish‑English edit ion
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AKADEMIA DZIEDZICTWA 2014–2020 
[THE ACADEMY OF HERITAGE 2014–2020]
Polish edit ion, pdf format

This is the latest publication summarising the postgraduate studies pro‑
gramme The Academy of Heritage (• p. 22), likewise bringing together 
academic essays written on the basis of graduates’ final projects in 
the years 2014–2020. The first volume, Akademia Dziedzictwa 2001–2013 
[The Academy of Heritage 2001–2013] came out in 2013. The new vol‑
ume (available online) chimes in with the 15th edition of the programme.

MAGAZINES

HERITO: HERITAGE, CULTURE, THE PRESENT
Nos. 45, 46–47, 48
Polish‑English edit ion

Herito quarterly is a one‑of‑a‑kind discussion forum about heritage and 
culture, the present and the future. The next four editions of the mag‑
azine (including a double‑edition) will be published in 2022. The work‑
ing titles of these editions are: ‘Central Europe through its cuisine’ (45), 
‘Georgia’ (46–47), ‘The Roma’ (48). • www.herito.pl

THE ICC YEARBOOK
Polish and English edit ions

This publication will summarise 2021 — the thirtieth year of the ICC’s 
operations. It will be published in two editions: Polish and English 
(the latter solely as an e‑book), in keeping with the style of the previous 
editions in terms of graphic design and editorial format.

https://herito.pl/
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THE DIGITISATION OF THE ICC’S PUBLISHED RESOURCES

In 2021, the Centre started to digitise part of its back catalogue, which 
spans thirty years. Selected publications are already available at POLONA — 
the largest online library in Poland, which is managed by the National 
Library. This work is due to be continued in 2022, with further ICC pub‑
lications being made available to the public. • https://polona.pl/search/?
filters=keyword:”Międzynarodowe_Centrum_Kultury_(Kraków)”,public:0

https://polona.pl/search/?filters=keyword:%22Mi%C4%99dzynarodowe_Centrum_Kultury_(Krak%C3%B3w)%22,public:0
https://polona.pl/search/?filters=keyword:%22Mi%C4%99dzynarodowe_Centrum_Kultury_(Krak%C3%B3w)%22,public:0
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THE INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL CENTRE LIBRARY

Our specialist library has scientific status and holds more than 43 000 
inventory items (standalone publications, serial ones and journals, audi‑
ovisual and special publications). It gathers and offers access to publica‑
tions on the history and theory of culture, cultural heritage, European 
ethnography and identities, intercultural dialogue, art, architecture 
and urban planning, management of historical cities, and protection of 
listed sites. We boast considerable collections of eighteenth‑ and nine‑
teenth‑century ‘Galiciana’ and prints, and maps including topographic 
maps of the Polish lands dating from the Nazi occupation. By exchang‑
ing books and periodicals with partner institutions, the library has come 
into possession of publications otherwise unavailable in Poland, includ‑
ing many in foreign languages.

In 2022, we plan to intensify the exchange of our own publications 
and multiple copies by engaging with new cultural and academic part‑
ner institutions. Publications obtained via exchange and donation cur‑
rently constitute around 70% of the ICC Library’s new acquisitions.

The ICC Library plans to rejoin the JSTOR consortium to enable con‑
tinued access (with additional funding from the Ministry of Science 
and Higher Education) to selected collections (II, III, VII) of the JSTOR 
multidisciplinary digital library. Our reading room, with twelve com‑
puter workstations, will offer access to the nationally licensed bases of 
the Virtual Academic Library (Wiley Online Library, Web of Science, 
Springer, Scopus, Science, Nature, EBSCO, Infona).

In 2022, the internet page of the ICC Library will expand the list of 
electronic sources that are useful for academic research. Aside from 
the ongoing processing and cataloguing of acquisitions, there are also 
plans to expand further by publishing the Bibliography of the Contents 
of the International Cultural Centre’s Publications, available in the cata‑
logue of the ICC Library. The collection encompasses the bibliographi‑
cal descriptions of 3986 articles, edited in the form of analytical records 
(excluding articles from the ICC Yearbook and volumes in the series Mate‑
rials on the History of Religious Art on the Eastern Territories of the For‑
mer Polish‑Lithuanian Commonwealth). The collection presents online 
over thirty years of academic and publishing work by the ICC. The year 
2022 will also be a watershed due to the pending selection of a new 
library system, and the preparations for its implementation.
• mck.krakow.pl/events‑library

https://mck.krakow.pl/events-library
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THE RAVENS CONFERENCE COMPLEX

The conference and seminar rooms of the Ravens Conference Complex 
are some of the most attractive in Kraków in terms of comfort, aesthet‑
ics, and equipment. Particular advantages of the venue are its location 
at the heart of the city, and its architecture, which combines modern 
solutions with historical interiors. The complex is used for events organ‑
ized by the ICC: conferences, functions, seminars, exhibition openings, 
and educational programmes; it is also available for commercial hire for 
events that do not conflict with the ICC’s Statutes, subject to the Oper‑
ating Regulations of the Conference Complex of the International Cul‑
tural Centre in Kraków.

The complex comprises: • a ground‑floor conference room (with 
auditorium seating for 200) • the glazed first‑floor patio, 14 m high 
(with auditorium seating for 180) • two foyers, ground floor and first 
floor • the Panoramic Room, on the fifth floor in the courtyard annexe 
(with auditorium seating for 30) • two basement seminar rooms (with 
auditorium seating for 40 and 30 respectively) • seminar room, fourth 
floor, front building (with auditorium seating for 60). All the rooms are 
air‑conditioned and fitted with professional audio systems, multimedia, 
internet access, and discussion system, with disabled access. The con‑
ference room has simultaneous interpreting facilities. The basement 
rooms are fitted with a gallery hanging system for paintings, prints, or 
photographs, so they can be used as an art gallery.

The coronavirus pandemic placed restrictions on the organisation of 
meetings, meaning that the ICC’s conference facilities were prevented 
from operating at anything like the normal level. A return to full opera‑
tional capacity depends very much on how the pandemic situation pans 
out. However, the conference spaces have the necessary equipment to 
enable online meetings to be hosted there.
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